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Dakota Resources:
The Monthly South Dakotan

JAMES D.MCLAIRD

For seven years, a remarkable magazine, the Monthly South
Dakotan, promoted South Dakota. Publishing short stories,
essays, and poetry by South Dakota writers, the magazine
attempted to increase cultural awareness and prove that the
state's authors had reached a high level of achievement.
Discussions of contemporary issues by Dakotans revealed tbeir
political maturity, and frankly promotional articles about the
state's industries and resources encouraged prospective
investors and immigrants. The editors viewed history as a source
of state pride, and preservation of the heritage of South Dakotans
soon became the magazine's primary goal. Consequently, many of
the articles are historical in content, and the magazine has great
value for the historian. Despite its potential, however, the
Monthly South Dakotan is relatively unused due to the rarity of
extant issues.* the lack of an index, and a general lack of
awareness of the magazine's existence.
The magazine first appeared in May 1898. Editor Doane Robinson notified readers that the magazine would contain authoritative articles on state industries, a "series of symposiums" on
•Editor's Note: The library of the South Dakota Historical Resource Center has
a full run of the first five volumes of the Monthly South Dakotan and partial runs of
volumes 6 and 7, The Newberry Library in Chicago, Illinois, also houses an almost
complete run of the magazine. The library at the University of South Dakota and
various local libraries in the state have partial collections as well.
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Doane Robinson, editor of the
Monthly South Dakotan, was one
of South Dakota's foremost
historians and was secretary
of the State His torical Socie ty
from 1901 to 1926.

issues such as equal suffrage, and "historical papers."' At the end
of its third year of publication, he related that "the attempt to
conduct a dignified magazine within the narrow limits of South
Dakota was thought foolhardy by many well informed friends of
the publisher." Nevertheless, his "conviction that the state's best
interest demanded that some one, even at a sacrifice, should
undertake the work" caused him "to enter upon what so many
deemed a hopeless task." His first three years "demonstrated
that it was not an impossible venture, if not a particularly
profitable one." Robinson proudly concluded that "the editor may
be pardoned if he flatters himself that his effort has contributed

1. Monthly South Dakotan 1. no. 1 (May 1898). The issues of the first two years
were in a large, thin format measuring eight inches by ten inches, and they
contained limited advertisements and illustrations. This first issue had sixteen
pages, and Robinson's editorial comments appeared inside the front cover in the
magazine's advertisement section. Although the name of the magazine changed
three times, from Monthly South Dakotan (volumes 14) to the Dakotan (volume 5)
to the South Dakotan (volumes 6-7), all issues of the magazine will hereafter be
cited MSD.
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something to the manifest growth of state pride, which from year
to year makes his task easier."Success followed Robinson's initial efforts, and bis early
editorial comments reveal his growing optimism. In the second
issue, he described his journal as "the State's Own Magazine,
established on a firm basis" and declared it "South Dakota's
leading exponent of her Literature, History and Resources."
Elatedly, he declared that "the people of the State take pride in
it. Its circulation is growing daily and is extending to every
Hamlet and Post Office."^ Two months later, he regretted that
the publishers "cannot longer supply back numbers" and related
that the magazine "is rapidly approaching a genuine state
circulation," "At the end of its third month the south half of the
state is very thoroughly covered by it." he reported, and he
hoped that "by the time it has attained its sixth month" it might
be "in every postoffice in the state."* Robinson's speculation
proved well founded. The number of advertisers steadily
increased. From only a few ads in early issues, the magazine in its
fourth year contained nine full pages of advertisements.
Subscriptions also increased, and the demand for back issues
reached such proportions that the publisher offered to pay double
the original cost for copies.'
Through the years, Robinson would repeatedly clarify the
purpose of the Monthly South, Dakotan. Increasing state pride
was one consistent goal: "The Monthly South Dakotan enters the
periodical field as a representative of all that is best in South
Dakota. Every line in it is of and for South Dakota and by South
Dakotans.'"' But the magazine's foremost endeavor would
continue to be historical, and Robinson proclaimed that the
magazine's "primary object is to collect and preserve the history
of South Dakota. Incidentally, it aims to be an exponent of the
state's literature and art. but these objects are subservient to the
historical features. The best possible time to secure historic facts
is concurrently with the event to be recorded and therefore this
2. MSD3, no. 12 (Apr. 19011:415.
3. MSD 1, no. 2 (June 1898): inside back cover. He continues with the
solicitation that "if you wish to place your business before the best paying
constituency in the most prosperous State in the Union, advertise in The Monthly
South Dakotan."
4. "Comment," MSD 1. no. 4 (Aug. 1898): 67.
5. MSD 1, no. 7 (Nov. 1898): inside back cover.
6. "Comment." MSD 1. no. 2 (June 1898); 15.
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magazine endeavors to keep a contemporaneous record of the
more important events."" The contemporary issues discussed in
the magazine, however, seemed to indicate a political stance with
which some readers took issue. Robinson retorted that "the
Monthly South Dakotan is not. never has been and never will be.
while under this management, a political magazine." He stressed
further that "neither will it shrink from carrying out its well
considered line of policy, . . . to candidly set down all events,
political or otherwise, which properly belong to the record of
current South Dakota history." He added that "right or wrong,
the editor's best judgment must be the arbiter of those things
worthy of record.""
The magazine's readers would continue to take issue with its
editor, nevertheless, and another editorial problem that surfaced
concerned criteria for acceptance of articles. Robinson assured
his readers that "the editors of the Monthly South Dakotan do
not assume any literary superiority or attempt to establish a
literary censorship in South Dakota, but the very large number of
manuscripts which have been submitted to" us leads us to
conclude that a few words of advice and explanation will be
kindly received by the younger writers of the state." He
lamented that "the young man with literary ambition almost
invariably feels that he is endowed with some great natural gift,
some divine afflatus which entitles him to immediate and world'
wide fame and when that fame is not accorded his first effort he
feels hurt and not infrequently is quite discouraged." Especially,
it seemed to the editor, Dakota authors had "a pronounced
impatience because of failure to speedily receive recognition."
and he recommended that they follow the advice of great writers
and work more at their writing."
Robinson himself contributed significant numbers of articles to
help the magazine achieve both sufficient manuscripts and a high
literary quality. By a wide margin, in fact, the editor was the
greatest contributor to the Monthly South Dakotan. This
contribution attained ultimate proportions in August 1901, when

7. "In South Dakota." MSD 3, no. 5 (Sept. 1900V 17]
8. Ibid.
9. MSD 2, no. 4 (Aug. 18Ô9t: 68. He also commented that "we have many very
ambitious young South Dakotans who are doing very excellent amateur literary
work but we have scarcely one, who by training and practice, can claim to be a
professional literary man."
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the cover of the magazine displayed the line "Doane Robinson,
Sole Contributor." The contents reveal that he wrote history,
poetry, fiction, and editorial comments.'" To a large degree, the
publication was always personally Robinson's. Although for the
first year the cover of the magazine bore the words "Conducted
sun. *Tr«irAi «nnm
liMi
AUUIST,

tbe monthly
SoutbDakotan

by Doane Robinson and Willard C. Lusk," Lusk's name soon
disappeared, without comment, and his personality was never
apparent in the magazine's pages. The magazine moved
10. MSD4,no. 4(Aug. 1901).
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whenever Robinson changed habitation, from its original location
in Yankton, to Sioux Falls, and subsequently to Aberdeen. At tbe
latter location. Robinson founded his own publishing firm, and in
addition to printing the journal, he advertised that be was "well
equipped to do first-class book-making and pamphlet printing.""
While the magazine was successful in achieving its stated aims,
it is doubtful that it was ever a great financial success. Evidently,
its writers contributed their work without compensation.
"Indeed," Robinson commented, "it is only through the voluntary
and unrequitted assistance of the patriotic people of the state
that it is possible to carry forward the historical work." He
viewed the magazine as a civic duty, stressing from the beginning
that he "considered the publication of a magazine of the character
of the Monthly South Dakotan a public rather than a private
enterprise, a feeling in which many citizens have joined,"'- In
Robinson's view, his semi public undertaking was to be replaced
later by a state bistorical society, and be used the magazine as a
vehicle to champion the creation of such a society. While a
bistorical society had originally existed in Dakota Territory, it
bad been dormant since 1890, making South Dakota "the only
northern state in which this important educational work is not
being carried on."'' Reflecting on this omission, Robinson saw a
"necessity for some one to take up this work and in the absence of
a state bistorical society, the monthly has been the only
instrumentality for the preservation of those incidents which are
invaluable in the history of a commonwealth."'* It was with pride
that Robinson noted the successful organization of tbe society in
January 1901.'-'
Predictably, Robinson became the secretary of the State
Historical Society and soon made his Monthly South Dakotan the
U. MSD 4, no. 9 IJan. 1902): advertisement inside front cover. The Monthly
South Dakotan was published at the Gazette Printing Company in Yankton from
May 1898 through December 1899. In January 1900. the magazine was being
published by the South Dakotan Company, Sioux Falls, but the actual printing was
being done by Brown & Saenger, Printers. With the beginning of volume three, the
size of the magazine changed to a smaller, standard magazine format, which it
retained when it moved to Aberdeen in January 1902.
12. "Comment," MSD 2, no. 12 (Apr. 1900): 207.
13. "In South Dakota," MSD 3. no. 9 (Jan. 1901): 307. See also "Comment." MSD
2.no.l (May 18991:17.
14. "Comment," MSD 1, no. 12 (Apr. 1899): 203.
15. "In South Dakota," MSD 3, no. 10 (Feb. 1901): 350. See also "In South
Dakota." MSD 3. no. 11 (Mar. 1901): 383.
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society's unofficial publication. The new organization was given
the task of publishing an annual review of progress for the state
of South Dakota, In 1901 and 1902, the December issues of the
Monthly South Dakotan were devoted entirely to the "review of
annual progress" compiled by Doane Robinson and the State
Historical Society,"' Advertisements by the society for
contributions, notices of its meetings, and discussion of the
contents of its Collections volumes adorn the pages of the
Monthly South Dakotan. Naturally, some people started to view
the magazine as the official publication of the society. One
individual, in a letter commenting on incorrect facts presented in
an article, stated that "this is not offered in a spirit of criticism,
but as the Dakotan is regarded as the organ of the Historical
Society, and will be referred to in future years as authority upon
questions affecting the earlier history of the territory and state,
let us keep the record straight."'"
Doane Robinson sometimes obscured the relationship between
the society and the magazine in his statements. His introductory
comment to an excerpt from the society's Collections that he was
reprinting in the Monthly South Dakotan began. "With no small
degree of pride the State Historical Society presents to the
people of South Dakota its first volume of collections."'" Other
people saw the magazine as the predecessor to the society. At the
first biennial meeting of the State Historical Society, Bishop
Thomas O'Gorman of Sioux Falls noted that "it is the purpose and
duty of the Historical Society to preserve the records of the
history of South Dakota." He complimented Robinson for the
work "done already in this line by the Review." which "deserves
highest commendation." But, he added, "this work of preserving
our history should not be left to the labors and resources of one
man. or to any set of private individuals. It is of general interest;
it is the duty of the commonwealth to aid and foster it by such
financial aid as the importance of the work requires."'•10

16. See MSD 4, no. 8 (Dec. 190!) and 5. no, 8 (Dec. 1902). In the latter issue.
Robinson notes that the annual reviews were highly successful as demonstrated by
the "reception of the first formal review made by this society one year ago." More
than one hundred twenty thousand copies were circulated, and it "became a most
potent factor in promoting immigration to the state though it was not prepared
with that end in view" (p. 233).
17. MSD 5, no. 6 (Oct. 1902t: 193.
18. MSD5, no, 7 (Nov. 1902): 216.
19. MSD 5. noa. 9.10.11 (Jan., Feb.. Mar. 1903): 278.
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As the historical society grew, the Monthly South Dakotan
declined. Since the magazine's success can be attributed to the
intense personal efforts of its editor, it seems reasonable to
conclude that as Robinson's efforts were directed to the historical
society, he lost interest in the magazine. The magazine reached
its peak in 1901 and 1902. During the last years of its existence,
1903 and 1904. issues were combined, and subscribers sometimes
received only half the number of issues they had previously.
Picture reproduction and paper quality were inferior to those in
previous years, and the internal format altered subtly. The
content of the articles became newsy rather than substantial.
While Robinson's name remained on the masthead as editor

Cbe montbly
SoutbDakotan
ANNUAL REVIEW

THl' -iKLUETiKl »V THH Sr.lTR ÜISTltHltAI. S
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throughout these years, the actual ownership of the journal had
changed in 1903. Doane Robinson sold his Interests to the
Educator Supply Company of Mitchell. South Dakota. The terms
of the sale stipulated that the new owners could continue to list
Doane Robinson as editor, which they did. and he contributed
some material to them. However, he was unable to deliver on an
additional promise to attempt to make the magazine the official
journal of the State Historical Society.-"
The purpose of the magazine, now titled the South Dakotan, a
Monthly Magazine, also seemed to change with its new
ownership. Promotion of the city of Mitchell soon became a
feature."' The motives of the various individuals involved in the
sale of the magazine are not clear, but one suspects that the fact
that the city of Mitchell was involved in an attempt to replace the
city of Pierre as state capital provides one good clue. To secure
Robinson's successful" magazine with a state wide circulation and
a sound reputation and then include in it pictures of the "Mitchell
Capitol Building" and advertise the Mitchell Corn Belt
Exposition with "Sousa's Band Every Day" might be considered
an adroit maneuver." In a letter to Robinson, Harry L. Bras.
business manager of the Educator Supply Company, refers to the
capital fight, writing that a mutual acquaintance "seems to have
gotten the impression that you have not been very friendly to
Mitchell's interests in the capital," He adds, "I trust that you can
prove this to be untrue." Robinson had received some Mitchell
town lots as part of the financial settlement in the sale of the
magazine, and Bras comments further. "I feel sure that with your
property interests here, that you would not do us any harm,"-^
20. Doane Robinson to Harry L. Bras, 29 May 1903, Harry L. Bras and C. C. Bras
toRohinson, .'5, 9, 11 June and 31 July 1903, and 14.28 Apr. and 1 May 1905, all in
Box «1. Folders #4 and Ä6, Doane Robinson Papers, South Dakota Historical
Resource Center, Pierre. The terms o( agreement for the sale are included in this
correspondenct'. Harry L. Bras was the editor of the South Dakota Educator and
the husiness manager of the Educator Supply Company.
21. The Siialh Dakntan of June 1903, for example, included tbe article "Mitchell:
A Brief Write Up of This Enterprising City Located Near the James River." A
later issue (vol. 7. nos. 2 3. June July 19041 offered "The City of Mitchell," which
stated that "as an aspirant for the state s seat of government, the city is brought
prominently before the public eye as it never has been before" (p. 91.
22. The Mitchell Capitol Building" is the frontispiece of MSD 7, no. 6 (Oct.
1904h the Mitchell Corn Belt Exposition and Sousa's band are featured in the
frontispiece of MSD 7, no. 5 (Sept. 19041.
23. Harry L, Bras to Doane Robinson, 31 July 1903, Box »1, Folder #4, Robinson
Papers.
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Under the new management, the magazine appeared for
another two volumes, with publication ceasing sometime in
1904.-* Robinson, who had a passion for the study and
preservation of history, must have had some regrets at the
gradual decline and final demise of the magazine. Under
Robinson, the Monthly South Dakotan had had historical
preservation as its primary purpose, and he had done a
remarkable job in furthering that purpose. From the beginning of
publication, he had requested old settlers to provide
reminiscences of territorial events.-' The response was
significant, and local history is still the chief benefactor.
Major Joseph R. Hanson, for example, discussed Yankton's
beginnings, recreating the events and recalling the first settlers.
H. M. Travis wrote about a trip to the Wessington Hills in 1880,
during which he passed a townsite named Merrill (later changed
to Plankinton} and the single house that occupied the site of
Mount Vernon. W. L. Smith reminisced about his early life in
McCook County, particularly his arrival at Bridgewater, then
Nation City, in 1879 and the ensuing severe winter of 1880-1881.
Robert Dollard described the fraudulent efforts during the
Ordway administration to name inappropriate Douglas County
commissioners and related how residents defeated the
"Brownsdale men." James A. Trow recollected early locations in
Lake County; John H. Holsey related his experiences at Fort
Dakota in 1866 and in the subsequent mercantile business he
opened in Canton: and Sidney J. Cornell discussed the opening of
the Black Hills and his participation in the gold rush of 1875.-"
One important historical reminiscence appeared as a series of
fourteen articles by A. M. English, who narrated the story of
Dakota's first soldiers.^ English, a member of Company A, wrote
24. When the magazine finally stopped publication ¡s a matter of speculation.
The last issue that 1 was able to locate was volume 7, number 6, October 1904.
25. MSD I, no. 2 (June 1898): 15-16.
26. Joseph R. Hanson, "Reminiscences of Yankton's Early Days," MSD 1. no. 1
(May ]898h 12-16; H. M- Travis, "A Trip to Wessington Hills in 1880," MSD 4. no. 9
(Jan. 1902): 278 80; W. L. Smith, "Early Life in McCook County," MSD 4, no. 6 (Oct.
1901): 18587; Robert Dollard, "The Famous Douglas County Case,'" MSD 4. no. 1
and no. 2 (May 1901. June 1901): 31-32, 3746¡ Jame.s A. Trow, "Early Locations in
Lake County." MSD 3. no. 10 (Feb. 1901 ): 328 37; John H. Holsey, "The Beginning in
Lincoln County," MSD 3, no. 6 (Oct. 1900»; 186 88; Sidney J. Cornell. The Opening
of the Hills." MSD 1, no. 10.no. 11. and no. 12 (Feb. 1899. Mar. 1899. Apr. 18991: 160
62.171 75.194 97.
27. A. M. English, "Dakota's First Soldiers: History of the First Dakota Cavalry.
1862-1865." MSD 2. no. 10 (Feb. 1900(: 160-62. The series appeared in almost every
issue from February 1900 until its completion in volume 4, number 1. May 1901.
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his account of the maneuvers and events of 1862-1865. displaying
a personal touch combined with careful, detailed work. He
remembered a buffalo hunt in tbe vicinity of tbe mouth of
Firesteel Creek after which tbe soldiers discussed the land and
decided it was unsuitable to support advanced civilization. With
conscious irony, he wrote that only sixteen years later the city of
Mitchell was located near there. In another episode, English
related that while the troops were pursuing hostiles in northern
Dakota, they examined Indian bull boats used to cross the
Missouri River. He commented. "I would rather risk my life in a
battle with a warlike Sioux than in one of their boats crossing the
Missouri."-"
Some reminiscences did not pertain to South Dakota, but were
written by South Dakotans. For example. Col. Thomas H. Brown,
at tbe request of the editor, related his memories of Abraham
Lincoln. Brown had been impressed by Lincoln at the debate at
Freeport. Illinois, in 1858, and during the Civil War. he again saw
Lincoln near action in Maryland. He met Lincoln a third time
when his company was mustered out in 1862 and due to a
technicality did not receive its pay. Brown remembered that
"Father Abrabam" met witb the soldiers and remedied their
difficulty with a stroke of the pen.^'
When old .settlers did not respond to his request for written
reminiscences, Robinson traveled for interviews with some of
them, thus adding immeasurably more bistorical resource
material to the magazine. One such interview concerned the early
experiences of Eli B. Wixson of Elk Point in 1859. Wixson
explained that several men from Sioux City sought his help
locating horse thieves. They assumed the thieves were Yankton
Sioux, and Wixson could not dissuade them from this belief.
Wixson, who traded regularly with the Yankton, accompanied
the Sioux City men after they agreed to follow his orders.
However, when they met several Yankton, the Sioux City men
fired without warning, seriously wounding one Indian. The
Yankton blamed Wixson, but after he finally convinced them that
he was not personally responsible, "they agreed to take a feast at
my expense and call it square,"^"
i
28. English. "Dakota's First Soldiers," MSD 3, no. 2 (June 1900): 64 68 relates the
story of Firesteel Creek; the quotation about the bull boats is from the episode in
MSD3,no.9(Jan.l901):313.
29. Thomas H. Brown, "A South Dakotan's Recollections of Lincoln," MSD 3. no.
2 (June 1900): 37 42.
30. 'Hon. Eli B. Wixson's Early Experiences." MSD 4. no. 1 (May 1901): 3 5.
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Additional Selected Reminiscences
[Charles E. Bartlett|, 'The Exit of Exelby," MSD 4, no. 2 (June 1901): 51 .'>3.
Rartlett describes the fight between his Deadwood posse and the Exelby
Rang.
Sam J. Brown, 'The Buffalo Republic," MSD 3, no. ,5 (Sept, 1900t: 149-51,
While buffalo hunting near Fort Wadsworth, this frontiersman was pursued
back to camp by a wounded hull.
T. H, Conniff, "The Convention Which Made the Constitution." MSD 4, no, 7
(Nov, 1901); 22831. The author represented McCook County at the 1885
convention and helped write sections to restrain corporation influence.
G, H. Henry, "An Antelope Hunt," MSD 2, no, 2 (June 18991: 32-33, The
hunting party was caught in a Dakota blizzard in Readie County in 1879,
Gahriel Renville, "Narrative Account of the Sioux Massacre in Minnesota in
1862; Also an Account Leading Vp to the Battle of Big Mound, Near the
MissouriRiverinl863,"MSD6, no. 7(Nov. 1903): 5 17.
J. Strommej, "Threshing in the Sioux Valley," MSD 4, no. 9 (Jan.
1902): 27577. Stromme told the editor about threshing the entire crop in
northern Minnehaha County and all of Moody and Brookings counties in
1873.
Bligh E, Wood, "The First Legislature," MSD 3. no. 3 (July 1900): 94 9S, A
member of the first territorial legislature. Wood recalls disputes over the
location of the capital and troops coming to the chamber to calm affairs.

In addition to such personal interviews, Robinson carried on a
voluminous correspondence with old settlers, printing those
letters he considered of historical interest. A useful letter by
Governor Samuel J. Albright concerned the earliest settlements
along the Sioux River. Responding to questions directed to him
by the editor, Albright discussed the founders of Sioux Falls, his
editorship of the first Dakota newspaper, and his subsequent
career." Another letter, by Charles S. Mann, questioned the
origin of the word "Dakota," Mann wondered if the word might
be a corruption of the French des Coteau rather than a Sioux
word. A reply from the Bureau of American Ethnology supported
I.

31. "LetterbyGov. Samuel J.Albright." MSD 2, no. 9 (Jan. 1900): 143 45,

1

'" ,,
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research by the editor and settled the dispute in favor of the
Indian origin/'The Movthly South Dakotan a\sQ printed excerpts
from published journals, letters, newspapers, and government
documents that contained pertinent material on South Dakota's
history. Selections appeared from Washington Irving's Astoria,
George Catün's journal. Father De Smet's letters, and Moses K.
Armstrong's articles in the Sioux City newspapers. Robinson
provided editorial notes.''
While Robinson placed a strong emphasis on these primary
source materials and reminiscences, he did not neglect serious
historical studies. From the pen of the editor himself appeared an
article on the 1863-1864 trading expedition of Charles Le Sueur.
Robinson attempted to locate the exact route utilizing "Delsle's
Map" of 1701. which he reproduced as the frontispiece of the
issue, Joseph LaFramboise's arrival in Dakota in 1817 and his
activities in 1822 near Flandreau feature in another of the
editor's articles." Dr. DeLorme W. Robinson contributed essays
concerning prehistoric fortifications near Pierre and smallpox
among the Indians during fur trading days.'"' Roy L. Sharp, in "A
Skirmish on Big Meadow." chronicled a relatively unknown battle
in 1879 between Deadwood trappers and Indians."' These and
other studies of historical merit are scattered throughout the
pages of the Monthly South Dakotan.
As a supplement to these historical studies, Robinson's
magazine also provided historical reference material. In 1899, a
chronology of South Dakota history covering the years 1536-1899
appeared. A table in 1901 supplied the "derivation of county
names."'' An 1899 guide providing a compilation of published
works by Dakota authors carried Robinson's assurance that "the
32. "Origin of the Word Dakota," MSD 1, no. 6 (Oct. 1898): 89-90,
33. Sfe "Astoria," MSD 2, no. 8 (Der. 1899); 125 29; "George Catlin." MSD 2, no. 7
(Nov. 1899); 104 8; "Father De Smet," MSD 2. no. 3 and no. 4 (July 1899, Aug. 1899):
36 39, 62fi,'i. Moses K. Armstrong's writings are reprinted ¡n several articles such
as "A Burning I.s.suc of '59," MSD 4, no. 3 (July 1901 ): 73-76.
34. Doane Robinson, "The Back Door to Canada," MSD 3, no. 9 (Jan. 19011: 29798, and "Joseph LaFramboise, First Settler," MSD 3, no. 11 (Mar. 1901): 353 58.
35. DeLorme W. Robinsnn, "PrehLstoric Fortification at Pierre," MSD 1, no. 7
(Nov. 1898): 190-14, and "Smallpox among the Indians in Fur Trading Days," MSD
2, no. 3 (July 1899): 46 47.
36. Roy L. Sharp, "A Skirmish on Big Meadow," MSD 3, no. 11 iMar. 1901); 3,5966.
37. "Chronology of South Dakota," MSD 1, no. 12 (Apr. 1899): 191 93. The
chronology was reasonably thorough, and corrections and deletions were provided
in the editorials in following issues, "Derivation of County Names," MSD 4, no, 5
(Sept. 1901): 147-49.
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index herewith presented is as complete as the knowledge of the
editors upon the subject." Entries included anything
"legitimately South Dakota literature." and "although some
pieces here enumerated were produced by residents of the state
prior to settlement here or by South Dakotans subsequent to
removal from the state." in every case "the author was
recognized as a maker of literature while residing in the state."^
38. "Index to South Dakota Literature," MSD 2, no. 8 (Dec, 1899): 121. An earlier
and more selective compilation by Robert H. Kerr was entitled "South Dakota's
Additional Selected Historical Articles
The Expedition to Moscow," MSD 3, no. 12 (Apr. 1901): 407 II. Probahly
written by the editor, this article discusses the military civilian
transportation of supplies to starving Indians at Crow Creek in the winter of
1863.
George W. Kingsbury. "Dakota's First Governor," MSD 1, no. 1 (May 18981:
12. This well known author inaugurates a series on the territorial and state
governors. The series, using various authors, appears throughout the first
volume of the magazine.
Ephriam Miner, "The Mother Church," MSD 1, no. 9 (Jan. 1899): 139 42. The
author deplores the paucity of early records as he relates the story of the
First Congregational Church of Yankton.
Doane Robinson, "Lieut. Lyman S. Kidder and the Tragedy of Beaver
Creek." MSD 4. no. 7 (Nov. 1901): 207 14. Kidder was the son of a prominent
South Dakotan, and the story of his demise at the hands of the Cheyenne led
by Roman Nose interested the editor. Robinson collected important source
material and corrects earlier versions of the story by Elizabeth Custer and
others.
Doane Robinson, "The Pony Congress," MSD 4, no. 4 (Aug. 1901): 11721.
Despite the shortcomings and suspicious proceedings of the 1862 legislature,
Robinson concludes that it accomplished some good things for the territory.
T. M. Shanafelt. "The Martyrs of Walhalla," MSD 3, no. 10 (Feb. 1901): 319
23. The author, who also wrote a history of the Baptists in South Dakota,
here relates the story of three missionaries who were killed or died while
serving in Dakota.
Horace G. Tilton. "History of the Dakota Codes." MSD 1. no. 6 (Oct. 1898):
9093. The author states that Dakota Territory was the first Englishspeaking community to adopt a codification of its substantive law.
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The index remains a valuable guide for anyone interested in the
literature of Dakota and lists authors and works not widely
recognized.
In June 1901, Robinson introduced a new regular feature
entitled "Anecdotes of South Dakotans." He wanted "to relieve
the magazine of a too serious cast of character without in any
degree lowering the standard of its dignity and excellence.'"" A
sketch of "Governor" Bigelow was exactly the kind of relief
Robinson had in mind. The town of Vermillion. H, H. Sturges
related, prepared in 1861 to greet Governor Jayne, newly
appointed governor of Dakota Territory. When a nicely dressed
stranger arrived, they celebrated with a firing of guns and a
banquet. The stranger, however, was a man named Bigelow, who
enjoyed the free meal and maintained silence concerning his true
identity. The next day. Governor Jayne passed unnoticed
through the city. Bigelow was thereafter known as "Governor"
for the remainder of his life."'
In addition to history and humor, every issue of the Monthly
South Dakotan gave notice to South Dakotans who had published.
Superlatives were likely for state authors, and book reviews
generally were not highly critical. Robinson reviewed Will
Dillman's Across the Wheat, a new volume of poetry, with the
comment that "of the considerable band of young writers who
have obtained a secure position in the literature of South Dakota
no one has so faithfully and conscientiously photographed the life,
as has Will Dillman. and in asserting this proposition, the
masterpieces of Hamlin Garland are not forgotten."^' When
Joseph Mills Hanson had an article published in Cosmopolitan,
Robinson noted that he "is the latest son of the sunshine state to
win high literary honors."*- D. R. Bailey's History of Minnehaka

Books and Authors" (MSD 1. no. 1 [May 18981: 3 61 and was topically organized.
Kerr commented that "it is the purpose of this article to give an outline of what has
been done, so far, in our brief history . . . towards literary promptings and
authorship" (p. HI.
39. "In South Dakota." M.SD 4. no, 2 IJune 19011: 63. Another humorous feature.
"A Gayety of History," was introduced at the same time.
40. H, H. Sturges, "•Governor Bigelow," MSD 3, no. 9 (Jan. 1901): 29.596.
Although this article appeared prior to the official appearance of "Anecdotes of
South Dakotans," it properly belonged with them and is typical of the historical
humor.
41. "Across the Wheat." MSD 1. no. 8 (Dec. 1898): 129.
42. "Comment." MSD 2. no. 12 (Apr. 1900): 208.
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County was described as "the most pretentious book which has
yet come from a South Dakota press and written by a South
Dakota writer."'^ Robinson reserved the highest praise for
Father Haire's philological work: "In magnitude, it must rank as
one of the greatest literary achievements of the century,""
Praise flowed easily from the editor's pen as he attempted to
establish pride in Dakota's literary achievements. Nevertheless,
he did write some critical reviews. For example, Robinson
considered James A. Ross's South Dakota Civil Government a
valuable book for school use, but he had "grave objection to
putting into the hands of scholars such ill considered doctrine" as
Ross's proposal that perhaps nine members of a jury was
sufficient for a decision rather than a unanimity. Robinson
suggested that "Prof. Ross should publish an expurgated edition
of his work." Their disagreement was resolved amenably when
Ross pointed out that his comment about jury trials was limited
to particular types of cases.'' This review was exceptional, for
Robinson's criticisms were usually limited to specific errors in
dates and locations.
The Monthly South Dakotan not only reviewed literature, it
also published it. However, because of page limitations in the
small magazine, most fictional works were merely sketches.
Authors of fiction included notable state authors such as Doane
Robinson, William 0. Lillibridge. Kate Boyles. Joseph Mills
Hanson, and Will Chamberlain, but less well known Dakotans'
fictional efforts were also printed, including tbose of Delia
Robinson King, Fremont Warriner. Nellie M. Kilpatrick. M. A.
Deen. Anna Bagstad, and Joseph Robinson. These writers hailed
from small South Dakota towns. The above authors, for example,
were from Armour, Canistota, Centerville, Houghton. Mission
Hill, Richland. Scotland, Sioux Falls, and Yankton. The Monthly
South Dakotan offered a vehicle for creative expression in the
state and attempted to display these efforts to a larger audience.
If regional prose writers had thus located a needed publisher,
even more had the poets. Every issue of the Monthly South
Dakotan carried poetry, and readers of the magazine soon
realized that South Dakota had its quota of versifiers. While

43. "History of Minnchaha County," MSD 2. no. 8 (Dec. 1899): 130.
44. "Father Haire's Great Work." MSD 2, no. 11 IMar. 19001: 189.
45. "Comment," MSD 2. no. 5 (Sept. 1899): 85. and John A. Ross. "A Retort
Courteous." MSD 2, no. 6 (Oct. 1899): 100.
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Robinson also promoted and published state artists to a limited extent
Each cover of volume 3 of the Monthly South Dakotan carried this drawing
byE. M. Waterbury of Center ville, who, according to Robinson, "is
achieving a good reputation as an artist with original ideas"
ÍMSD 2, no. l[May 1899}: W,
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several well known state poets such as Robinson, Charles E.
Holmes, Robert V, Carr. and Willard Dillman published
frequently, most writers had only one or two poems published
during the seven years of the magazine's existence. Again, the
list of communities reveals a widespread participation, with more
than twenty five South Dakota towns represented, including
Perkins. Howard, White Lake. Volga. Revillo. Hudson. Alcester,
and Kimball. Contents of many poems had general topics
involving romance, love, nature, and religion, with titles such as
"To a Fern" and "The Magic Touch." Several poets, though,
attempted to establish Dakota themes. Robert V. Carr wrote
"The Song of the Black Hillers" and "Moonlight on the
Cheyenne." Will P. Chamberlain authored "Night on the Sioux";
Sam T. Clover, "Legend of Bad River"; Charles E. Holmes. "The
Badlands" and "Minnehaha": John D, Logan. "At Midnight in
Dakota": and Doane Robinson. "Dakota Contanka" and "A South
Dakota Hymn for the Month."
Recognizing and publishing Dakotan's creative efforts led
naturally to the recognition of groups that fostered cultural
study. Robinson published a series of articles about women's
clubs in South Dakota. These clubs, usually small and elitist, were
organized with the purpose of studying literature and history.
Often they founded community libraries and engaged in various
community cultural activities. These women's clubs, surprisingly,
faced some opposition, and through its recognition, the magazine
defended their existence. Mrs. William T. Coad pleaded for
women to unite in a state organization despite their
disagreements and responded to popular fears about the study
clubs: "One word to the Alarmists, who fear our meetings and
organizations, who tremble lest our good old English word,
'Home,' is to lose its meaning. The great majority here today have
homes, love them,"*''
The role of women was one of the contemporary issues
discussed in the Monthly South Dakotan. In August 1898. the
magazine published "Equal Suffrage: A Symposium." which
included four articles by women to educate readers about the
proposed equal suffrage amendment in South Dakota. Mrs.
Edward M. Williams of Yankton was strongly opposed to women
voting and felt that equal suffrage would simply add to the
already too large ignorant voting mass that included Negroes and
46. Mrs. William T. Coad. "A Few Thoughts on Organization," MSD 3, no. 8
(Dec. 19001: 253,
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Women's Study Clubs
Janet Davis Tripp. "Yankton's Nineteenth Century Club," MSD 2, no 10
(Feh, 19001:168 70.
Olive Simonds Fahnpstock, "The Woman's Club of Watertown." MRD 2, no
11 (Mar. 19001:182 84,
Winona A. Lyon. "The Ladies History Club of Sioux Falls." MSD 2, no. 12
(Apr. 1900): 201 3.
Alice R. Gossage, " 'Current Events.' and Other Rapid City Clubs." MSD 3.
no. I (May 1900): 22-29.
Eva L. Milier. "The Round Table Club of Mitchell.'" MSD 3, no. 3 (July 1900):
83-88.
Florence E. Bullock, "The Culture Club of Deadwood." MSD 3. no. 5 (Sept
1900): 152-54.
Carrie Morse Norton, "The 'Tuesday Club' of Faulkton," MSD 3, no. 6 (Oct.
1900): 189-92.
Augusta Osborn Kent, "Huron's Nineteenth Century Club," MSD 3, no 8
(Dec. 1900): 262 64.
Jane Hooker Breeden, "The Woman's Club of Pierre." MSD 3. no. 12 (Apr.
19011:401-6.

foreigners. Women, she added, were already treated
preferentially under laws made by men. Delia Robinson King of
Scotland disagreed, commenting that no laws bettering the
condition of women were passed by men until the suffrage
movement began, that women were better prepared to vote than
men. and that civilization could not progress when half the
population was subjected to an inferior role. Marietta M. Bones of
Webster responded negatively, stating that women are
represented at the polls by their husbands. She felt that voting
would endanger the home, for only idle maidens would have time
to vote, and responsible mothers would have to worry about their
husbands at the polls with those idle women. Anna R. Simmons of
Huron replied that conditions had changed greatly in the past
sixty years and that now women were equal to men and deserved
a voice in government. The disenfranchised, she concluded, are
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always oppressed in some manner, and in the future, historians
would marvel that it took so long for men to vote for equal
suffrage.'*"
The suffrage issue resurfaced in 1899 when a medical doctor
from Madison, A. E. Clough, contributed "A Scientific View of
Suffrage," in which he postulated that physical evolution for
humans had reached its peak. He advocated that "woman is by
nature a mother, by her natural invironment [sic] a housewife.
Man is by nature the protector, and the active dominant factor
outside of the immediate pale of the fireside." He concluded that
to change roles would alter evolution, would break nature's
"sacred law" and produce "perverts." Those who were
suffragettes, he added, have challenged evolution, which had
already taken its toll, and many were losing the "graceful
outline" of their bodies.*" Bessie W. Thomas of Perkins disputed
his comments two issues later. She pointed out that Elizabeth
and Victoria of England had ruled well and their roles had not
caused women to become less motherly. Thomas believed that
equal suffrage improved politics by creating higher morality, and
she concluded, in regard to Dr, Clough's article, that "prejudice
dies slowly. It has retarded every step of woman's evolution."***
The Monthly South Dakotan had deliberately provided this
forum in order to exhibit the maturity of the thinking of
Dakotans, and numerous other contemporary issues were
debated in its pages. The election of 1900 sparked interest as the
controversial Senator Richard F. Pettigrew faced reelection.
Judge Cornelius B. Kennedy advocated that it was unwise to
switch horses midstream, and he reviewed Pettigrew's
accomplishments. He found consistency in Pettigrew's political
positions, but the Republican party was inconsistent, he said, and
Pettigrew therefore rightly opposed its advocacy of imperialism.
Joseph Tomlinson, Jr., responded in harsh and devastating
terms. Pettigrew. he regretted, gave South Dakota a bad national
image, was ineffective due to his opposition and criticism of the
administration, and was dominated in his political life by
selfishness and unscrupulousness.'*"
47. "Equal Suffrage: A Symposium." MSD 1. no. 4 (Aug. 1898): 59 63.
48. A.E. Clough, "A Scientific View of Suffrage," MSD 1. no. 10 (Feb. 1899): 16365,
49. Bessie W. Thomas. "Another View: A Further Reply to Dr. Clough's
'Scientific View of Suffrage,' " MSD 1. no. 12 (Apr. 1899): 201 2. Delia Robinson
King also wrote "An Answer" in issue number 11 (p. 180).
50. "The Senatorial Campaign: Two Views." MSD 3. no. 4 (Aug. 1900): 120 46.
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Dispute also followed H. K. Warren's article entitled "The
Church Problem in South Dakota." Warren held tbe position that
there were too many small, denominational churches in South
Dakota and that some cooperation might prove more effective.
Home missions, he declared, were "the plain waste of men and
money." Numerous churches meant lowered quality of ministers
and weakened the caliber of church life as too much time was
necessarily spent raising funds.'' H. P. Carson responded
51. H. K. Warren. "The Church Problem in South Dakota," MSD I. no. 9 (Jan.
18991:146 48.

Additional Articles on Contemporary Issues
J. H, J. Rlark. "Orpanizod Labor in Dakota." MSD 1. no. 7 (Nov. 18981: 104-7.
The author concludes that "the man who condemns trade unions and union
laborinif men, i.s either a narrow minded, self-satisfied nobody, or an
ignoramus" (p. lOfil.
Anna P'. Caldwell. "Aesthetics in the Kindrrgarten," MSD 2. no. 1 (May
1899': 1416. Classical music will calm the child and provide a model of
harmony.
"The Initiative and Referendum: A Symposium." MSD 1, no. 5 (Sept. 1898):
6973. H. L. Loucks and W. H. Lyon argue for the proposed amendment,
while George A. Silsby presents the arguments of the opposition.
W. T. LaFolU'lte, "The Regulation of Railways," MSD 1, no. 1 (May 1898): 9
12, The author advocates a national law for rate control. H. F. Hunter
responds in the next issue, vol. 1, no. 2 (June 1898), with an article of the
same title (pp. 18 15).
Edward L. Langlos, "Manual Training." MSD 1. no. 10 (Feb. 1899t: 167-68. In
an age of fads in education, (he author feels that this one is the "most
unselfish," combining "theory with practice" (p. 168).
Bartlett Tripp, "What Shall Be Done with the Remnant of Our Public
Domain?", MSD 3. no, 3 (July 1900): 71-73. Concerning mineral and timber
lands, Tripp asserts ihat "no one has been benefited but the speculator and
the syndicate" (p. 72).
Edmund J. Vert, "The Yankton Plan: A Practical Solution of the Text Book
Question." MSD 2, no. 9 (Jan. 1900Í: 141 43, and MSD 2, no. 10 (Feb. 1900):
162-64. Vert argues that schools should purchase texts, but the students
should pay rent for them, thus cutting tax expenses for the taxpayer while
keeping the fee to the school user at a minimum.
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critically that cost was not as important as saving souls and that
far more money in society was wasted on alcohol, tobacco, and
theaters!''
Disagreements also appeared in the letters to the editor. One
interesting exchange illustrates the different thinking of the day
about the American Indian, A letter from Hamlin Garland to the
Monthly South Dakotan, commending many writers for their
advocacy of a more positive view of the Indian, generally
condemned American treatment of Indians historically."'^ S. A.
Cochrane of Brookings strongly retorted that "the Sioux
acquired the title to the lands in the Dakotas by conquest over
weaker tribes and lost it by the triumph of a stronger power,"
and that "in this struggle for supremacy the Sioux was always a
savage, sparing neither age nor sex," He concluded that too much
sympathy was "wasted on the well fed, care free Indians, who
have been paid five times the value of every acre of land he has
given up."'"*
The Spanish American War, fought during the years of the
magazine's publication, also caused discussion. One article,
pretending to be a biographical sketch of Colonel Alfred S, Frost,
who was in command of the South Dakota troops in the
Philippines, addressed the controversy about him at home. The
author stated that despite malicious newspaper stories. Frost
was definitely the right man and his "conduct in battle is too well
known to need any comment,"'" Generally, articles on the war
sounded a call to patriotism. In an article entitled "Shall We Keep
the Philippines?", 0. M, Osbon exclaimed that "beyond the
confines of our hemisphere, where the western waters of the
western ocean ripple over Oriental sands, a thousand brave
Dakotans are rallied under a starry banner 'broidered by
Dakota's daughters." "Shall we sound the recall," he asked,
"bidding them to waver before European menace, or shall we say
to them that soil once pressed by the foot of an American soldier
is consecrated to freedom forever."**

52. H. P. Carson, "The Church Problem in South Dakota," MSD 2, no. 1 (May
1899^: 9 10. This issue also carried "Dr. Warren's Reply" to Carson's comments, and
surprisingly. Warren agreed with him.
53. "Open Letters,'" MSD 1, no. 9 (Jan. 1899t: 150 51.
54. S. A, Cochrane, "The Indian Question,"' MSD 1, no. 10 (Feb. 1899); 168.
55. "The Leader at Marilao: A Sketch of Col. Frost." MSD 2, no, 2 (June 1899):
1921,
56. 0. M. Osbon, "'Shall We Keep the Philippines?", MSD 1, no. 6 (Oct, 1898): 89.
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State patriotism and pride were also apparent in issues of the
Monthly South Dakotan. To promote the interest of potential
investors and immigrants, authors discussed natural resources
and state growth. The cement industry, the dairy and creamery
industry, wheat culture, and the gas belt were among topics
considered. Laura A. Alderman, in "A Dakota Orchard." proved
that fruits could be grown profitably in South Dakota, With
pride, the author proclaimed that, "Among the items of
misinformation that our eastern friends have carefully acquired
relative to Dakota, two alleged facts are prominent, namely: That
winter in Dakota is a synonym for discomfort, and that Dakota is
not a fruit country o/course." Her own orchards, she concluded,
disproved these myths by providing a visible object lesson.
Equally promotional was Dr. D. W. Robinson's "Dakota for the
Health Seeker and Home Seeker," "It is the intention of this
sketch." he wrote, "to describe briefly and impartially the
climatic and other conditions just as they exist in these regions,
and present to the reader our impressions as to the advantages
they possess for the health seeker." His objective examination
not surprisingly concluded that "there is an army of invalids, who
without doubt would be benefited beyond expectation by a
residence in Dakota." •"
Such promotional articles often showed not only pride in
Dakota but also disdain for "easterners." S. A. Cochrane wrote an
interesting article about farmers' institutes after he was
appointed director of such a program in South Dakota, In his
discussion, he commented. "Not only does agriculture produce a
high grade citizenship but it is the greatest and surest source of
wealth." In the opinion of the author, the life of the farmer was
superior, for "the man reared on a farm is much more likely to be
a citizen who will respect and defend the laws of his country than
one reared in the indolence of town life."'"Similarly, the author of
"A South Dakota Farmer's Wife among Her Books" stressed the
merits of rural life. The author had taken refuge at a farm during
a storm and discovered that the farmer's wife was widely read.
Relating their learned conversation, the author admonished.
"Now, my eastern friends, you may keep your sympathies for

57. Laura A. Alderman, "A Dakota Orchard," MSD 1, no. 9 (Jan. 1899): 137.
58. D, W. Robinson. "Dakota for the Health Seeker and Home Seeker," MSD I.
no. 8 (Dec. 1898): 124, 127.
59. S. A. Cochrane, "Farmers' Institutes." MSD 1, no. 12 (Apr. 1899): 188,
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farmer's wives nearer home, those of South Dakota do not need
it. I assure you.'"""
If Easterners slighted South Dakota in print as well as by
innuendo, Doane Robinson quickly defended the state. Every
issue of the Monthly South Dakotan exuded pride. The editor
called upon his readers to improve themselves and their
environment. Editorials commended improvements in buildings
and street developments. Especially, the editor urged his readers
to plant trees: "Build for the future, build for your old age, build
for generations yet unborn, but which will bless your name for
the good you have done, build for the glory of South Dakota and
your reward shall come while you live and your memory shall
forever be held in grateful regard. Plant trees.""'
An interest in local provincialism and the values of the
Victorian age is not required for an appreciation of the Monthly
South Dakotan. The seven years, 1898-1904, spanned by its
publication were crucial years for preservation of South Dakota's
history. For the historian, the magazine is both illustrative of the
values and attitudes of its day and useful for its articles in which
leading Dakotans recall their past. Editor Doane Robinson
considered it a duty to encourage South Dakotans to preserve
materials for future generations. He personally fulfilled that
responsibility by preserving what materials he could in the pages
of his magazine. Those pages now await their deserved usage.

60. "A South Dakota Farmer's Wife among Her Books," MSD 4, no. 7 (Nov.
1901 ): 223. The author is identified only as a friend of the editor.
61. Doane Robinson, "About Tree Planting." MSD 4. no. 4 (Aug. 1901): 116.
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